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a hard drive.  Previous versions of  Windows have used  the encrypting  file  system (EFS),  allowing users   to  
selectively encrypt files and folders on a drive. The technology is called  BitLocker, and poses a problem for  
forensic   investigators,   as   all   information   on   the   drive   will   be   encrypted,   and   therefore   unreadable.   The  
technology has some limitations, such as only 2 versions out of the 5 available contain this technology and it  
also requires  a   trusted platform module  (TPM)  in  order   to operate.  Other   inherent   limitations,  along  with  

















































As   can   be   seen   from   the   list   of   recommended   specifications   above,  Windows  Vista  will   require   a   fairly 
substantial amount of system memory; that is 1 GB. It also requires a dedicated graphics card with at least 128 
MB of memory on board.































•  Encrypts   the entire  Windows volume,   including both user  data  and system 
files, the hibernation file, the page file, and temporary files.



























• The  system BIOS must   support   the  USB Mass  Storage  Device  Class,   including  both   reading  and 
writing small files on a USB flash drive in the pre­operating system environment.
• The computer must have at least two volumes to operate:









Note in relation to encryption specifics
























function correctly.     It   is  difficult   to  gauge exactly  how many PCs may possess   this,  but  a  survey of  some 
mainstream web sites indicates that some laptops and desktop computers already contain this chip. What follows 
is a review of both OEM suppliers, i.e. those companies who produce ready built PCs for the mainstream, and 








A review of  the HP/Compaq Australian web site  found that   the majority of  the desktop and notebook PCs 
designed for business use contained the TPM chip version 1.2 (HP 2006).  Computers designed for home use and 























































Off by default and backdoors

































Bit locker only encrypts the operating system (OS) volume
Another aspect which needs to be considered is bit locker only encrypts the operating system volume and any 
information contained on it.  It does not encrypt the system volume or any other volumes, and in fact it is a 
requirement  that  the system volume and the files thereon are not  encrypted.  In  relation to encrypting other 
volumes, a Microsoft FAQ states that this is not possible:
Q.  Will  we  be  able  to  encrypt  more  than  just  the  OS volume  at  Windows 
Vista RTM?
A. When released BitLocker will provide encryption for the entire operating system 
volume,   including  Windows   system   files   and   the   hibernation   file,  which   helps 
protect data from being revealed from a lost or stolen PC asset. A user can optionally 
use the Encrypting File System (EFS) feature within Windows Vista to protect other 






to   partition   large   drives.    With  250  GB hard  drives   costing   approximately  $100,   and  with   people   adding 
additional  hard drives  into systems as  their  existing space fills,   it   is   likely  that   there will  be at   least  some 
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